The RADIUS Lounge Chair is defined by the cylindrical form that provides both an embracing comfort and distinct character to any space. A soft upholstered seat sits atop a pedestal base and offers the flexibility of integrated tables and power, while an optional high back provides a retreat for working and quiet relaxation. Radius is quite striking as a stand alone piece from every angle, or teamed together in playful grouped arrangements.

The generous tub shape provides a deep and comfortable seat. The simplicity in design allows it to work equally well in either a conservative or contemporary settings alike. The distinctive design and upholstery technique allows for a multitude of unique combinations by way of textiles, veneers and color. The option to change the interior and exterior fabric or finish the exterior in veneer adds an element of excitement. The high back versions offer privacy and focused space where the low back chairs facilitate open dialog and friendly collaboration.

Ideal for educational settings and lounges alike, these chairs offer an optional tablet arm and optional power plates that house 120V and USB power outlets to provide support for any of today’s mobile devices.

Cushion: Seat and back cushions have a foam core with Dacron wrap. Back cushions are attached to the frame. Seat cushions are fixed.

Base: Brushed nickel

Tablet: Fingerprint resistance solid plastic laminate top with brushed aluminum support

Cupholder: Leather or vinyl inset with brushed aluminum support

Power: Round power & USB are standard, brushed nickel frame with white receptacle
The Radius Lounge Chair is defined by the cylindrical form that provides both an embracing comfort and distinct character to any space.